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Scale choice at NLO
Even at NLO the scale choice is an issue. Different choices can lead 
to a different picture/contrasting conclusions: often a “good scale” is 
determined a posteriori, either by requiring NLO corrections to be 
small, or by looking where the sensitivity to the scale is minimised

good scale bad scale

μR=μF=ETW μR=μF=HT
^
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Scale choice at NLO
Often a “good scale” is determined a posteriori, either by requiring 
NLO corrections to be small, or by looking where the sensitivity to 
the scale is minimized

Reason: bad scale ➠ large logs ➠ large NLO, large scale dependence

But we also know that large NLO  ➠  bad scale choice, since NLO 
corrections can have a “genuine” physical origin 

(new channels opening up, Sudakov logarithms, color factors, large 
gluon flux ... ) 

Furthermore, double logarithmic corrections can never be 
absorbed by a choice of scale (single log). So a “stability criterion” 
can be misleading  
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Scale choice at LO

LO calculations in matrix elements generators that follow the 
CKKW procedure are quite sophisticated in the scale choice: 

they use optimized/local scales at each vertex and Sudakov form 
factors at internal/external lines  

Catani,Krauss, Kuehn, Webber ’01 
extension to hh collisions Krauss ’02 

Reminder: 

a Sudakov form factor encodes the probability of evolving from one 
scale Qi to the next Qj without branching above a resolution scale Q0
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Recap at CKKW procedure

The CKKW prescription in brief:


use the kt algorithm to reconstruct the most likely branching 
history 

evaluate each 𝛼s at the local transverse momentum of the 
splitting 

for each internal line between nodes at scale Qi and Qj include a 
Sudakov form factor Δij=D(Q0,Qi)/D(Q0,Qj) that encodes the 
probability of evolving from scale Qi to scale Qj without emitting. 
For external lines include the Sudakov factor Δi=D(Q0,Qi)

match to a parton shower to include radiation below Q0 
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Recap at CKKW procedure

The CKKW prescription in brief:


use the kt algorithm to reconstruct the most likely branching 
history 

evaluate each 𝛼s at the local transverse momentum of the 
splitting 

for each internal line between nodes at scale Qi and Qj include a 
Sudakov form factor Δij=D(Q0,Qi)/D(Q0,Qj) that encodes the 
probability of evolving from scale Qi to scale Qj without emitting. 
For external lines include the Sudakov factor Δi=D(Q0,Qi)

match to a parton shower to include radiation below Q0 

Scale choice intertwined with inclusion of Sudakov form factors 
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MiNLO

MiNLO Born as an extension to NLO of the CKKW 
procedure, such that the procedure to fix the scales 
is unbiased and decided a priori

In particular, the focus is on processes involving many scales (e.g. 
X+multi-jet production) and on soft/collinear branchings, i.e. on the 
region where it is more likely that associated jets are produced 
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Two observations
1. A generic NLO cross-section has the form 

Adopting CKKW scales at LO, this becomes naturally  

and the scale choices μR’ and μR’’ are irrelevant for the scale 
cancelation

2. Sudakov corrections included at LO via the CKKW procedure 
lead to NLO corrections that need to be subtracted to preserve 
NLO accuracy 
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The MiNLO procedure

1. Find the CKKW n clustering scales Q1< ... < Qn. Fix the hard 
scale of the process Q to the system invariant mass after 
clustering. Set Q0 to Q1 (inclusive on radiation below Q1)


2. Evaluate the n coupling constants at the scales Qi (times a factor 
to probe scale variation)


3. Set μR in the virtual to the geometric average of these scales and 
μF to the softest scale Q1


4. Include Sudakov form factors for Born and virtual terms, and for 
the real term after the first branching


5. Subtract the NLO bit present in the CKKW Sudakov of the Born

6. Give a prescription for the (n+1)th power of αs in the real and 

virtual terms  
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MiNLO in one equation

Example: take e.g. HJ


In POWHEG it is customary to discuss the B function, which for 
HJ is defined as  

With MiNLO this function becomes Q0=qTQ=MH

Δ(Q0,Q0)=1

Δ(Q0,Q0)=1

Δ(Q0,Q) Δ(Q0,Q)
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Properties of MiNLO

MiNLO has the following properties

the result is accurate at NLO, i.e. the scale dependence is NNLO

the smooth behaviour of the CKKW scheme in the singular 
regions is preserved

the X+n-jet cross-sections are finite even without jet cuts (do not 
need generation cuts or Born suppression factors)

the procedure is simple to implement in any NLO calculation, i.e. 
the improvement requires only a very modest amount of work 
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Merging with MiNLO

We have shown that it is possibly to modify the original MiNLO 
procedure in such a way that the X+1jet (X=H, Z, W) calculation, 
upgraded with MiNLO, is NLO accurate also for fully inclusive 
quantities

[e.g. you can look at the X transverse momentum or X rapidity 
(without any jet cut) and will get NLO accurate results]


This means that MiNLO applied on X+1jet merges the X+1jet 
and the inclusive calculations without using any merging scale 
(unlike most other approaches) 


Hamilton et al. 1212.4504

How does this work?
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Sketch of the proof

NNLLΣ Drell Yan qT resummation at fixed rapidity can be written as 

Integrating in qT one gets

i.e. the formula is NLO(0) accurate if O(αs) corrections to the 
coefficient functions are included and Rf is LO(1) accurate

Now, need to show that if the derivative is taken explicitly, and 
some higher orders are neglected, NLO(0) accuracy is maintained.
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Hamilton et al. 1212.4504
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Sketch of the proof
Taking the derivative one gets
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Hamilton et al. 1212.4504
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Sketch of the proof
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Sketch of the proof

B2B1
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Sketch of the proof

B2B1
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Sketch of the proof
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Sketch of the proof

A1B2B1
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Sketch of the proof
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Sketch of the proof
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Sketch of the proof
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Sketch of the proof
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Sketch of the proof
Conclusion:  


☛ The original MiNLO prescription is less than NLO accurate in

     the description of inclusive quantities, in that it neglects O(𝛼s3/2)

     terms

☛ achieve NLO accuracy from XJ also for inclusive observables by 

✔  including the B2 term in the Sudakov form factors 

✔  taking the scale in the coupling constant in the real, virtual and

     subtraction terms equal to the boson transverse momentum


Provided this is done, the XJ describes both X and X+j at NLO, 
i.e. merging of X and XJ is effectively achieved without doing any 
merging

NB: thus unlike other approaches, no merging scale is introduced 

Hamilton et al. 1212.4504

q.e.d.
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Merging WW and WWjet

First, merging achieved only for single vector boson (X=H, Z, W). 

In the following discuss extension to merging WW and WWjet

WW important both as signal and background

• interesting SM process on its own (some tension in the past 

with LHC data) 

• background to H to WW 

• anomalous couplings 
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Minlo: from Drell Yan to WW
Steps:

1. ex-novo WWJ POWHEG generator using to Madgraph / Gosam 2.0 

Campbell et al 1201.547; Luisoni et al. 1306.2542; Cullen et al. 1404.7096 

2. starting from B2 for Drell-Yan extract B2 for WW as follows 

• for DY, the virtual corrections is proportional to the Born, and B2 is 
just a number B2(W)


• for WW, this is no longer true B2(WW) = B2(WW)(ΦWW)

• however one can observe that B2 as the form 

• from which one can derive 


• process dependent part extracted on an event-by-event basis using 
a projection of ΦWWJ to ΦWW using FKS ISR mapping 

B(WW )
2 = B(W )

2 � �0H
(W )
1 + �0H

(WW )
1

B2 = �2�(2) + �0CF �2 + 2(2CF )2�3 + �0H1(�)
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WWJ: technical details
‣All off-shell and single resonant diagrams included. Full matrix 

elements with decays to four leptons 

‣Work on four-flavour scheme (4FS): no interference with Wt, tt

‣For same family leptons, ZZ → l+l- ν ν 
not included (considered part of ZZ)

‣Also (tiny) interference with ZZ and WW 
not included

‣Since fermion loop contributions are numerically tiny (1-2%) but 
slow down the code, option to run excluding them 

_

_
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WWJ-MiNLO: results I
WW generator vs WWJ-MiNLO generator

‣agreement on total cross-section at 4% level (WWJ-MiNLO has 
larger uncertainty bands) 

‣shape difference in yWW at large rapidity correlated to differences in 
the pT,WW spectrum (see next slide)

Uncertainty band in all plots: vary μR, μF  by factor 2 up and down avoiding μR/μF  = 1/4, 4 (7 scales)
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WWJ-MiNLO: results II
WW generator vs WWJ-MiNLO generator

‣NLO correction sizeable in spectrum at high pt

‣ in small pt region, different terms included in the two approaches, 
in particular non-zero contribution from two emission matrix 
element, which is missing in WW
‣uncertainties in WW are underestimated
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WWJ-MiNLO: results III
WW generator vs WWJ-MiNLO generator                                     
including explicit jet requirement pt,j > 25 GeV (R = 0.4)  

‣below 25 GeV, need at least two emissions: from Parton Shower  
in WW, LO in WWJ

‣ large NLO K-factor

‣WWJ NLO accurate above 25 GeV (nicely reflected in uncertainty 
band), while WW only LO throughout (uncertainty underestimated) 
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WWJ-MiNLO: results IV
WW generator vs WWJ-MiNLO generator and WWJ at pure NLO                                    
including explicit jet requirement pt,j > 25 GeV (R = 0.4)  

‣small differences between WWJ and WWJ-MiNLO because of 
Sudakov form factors and scale choices, while WW underestimates 
hardness of spectrum  
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Conclusions

Recent non-trivial application of ‘improved’ MiNLO-method to the 
process pp → WW + jet  

- clear improvement over WW generator (better uncertainty estimate, 
better control of hard regions) 


- the code is ready to be made available 

- pp → ZZ + jet can be done in a similar way

- NNLOPS for WW+jet feasible, but hard because of complicated 

Born phase space 

- including gg → WW channels can be done too 


